This special issue of *Visual Resources* examines disparate methodologies and approaches to integrating innovative technologies with research and pedagogy in archaeology and art history. Over the past decade, technology, art history, and archaeology have combined their respective disciplines to develop digital models of ancient monuments and civic spaces.

The results range from Web-based panoramas and static two-dimensional models to interactive reconstructions of urban environments in three dimensions. Virtual reconstructions allow scholars to consider theoretical issues including sight lines, the function of space, urban interaction, and experimental architectural and engineering problems, including lighting, drainage, and ventilation. Virtual models also provide extraordinary opportunities for collaborative interdisciplinary research among teachers and students in the humanities with computer science, graphic design, and Web design.

**Read the introduction from this issue free online.**

### Content from this Issue Includes

- **Digital Crossroads: New Directions in 3D Architectural Modeling in the Humanities - Overview**
  Arne R. Flaten and Alyson A. Gill

- **Digitizing the Past: Charting New Courses in the Modeling of Virtual Landscapes**
  Alyson A. Gill

- **Testing Geometric Authenticity: Standards, Methods, and Criteria for Evaluating the Accuracy and Completeness of Archaeometric Computer Reconstructions**
  David Sherratt Johnson

- **The Ashes2Art Project: Digital Models of Fourth-Century BCE Delphi, Greece**
  Arne R. Flaten

- **The Virtual Monastery: Re-Presenting Time, Human Movement, and Uncertainty at Saint-Jean-des-Vignes, Soissons**
  Sheila Bonde, Clark Maines, Elli Mylonas and Julia Flanders

- **“Auteur” or Architectural Historian? Digitally Modeling the New York YMCA**
  Paula Lupkin

- **Visualizing History: Modeling in the Eternal City**
  Christopher Johanson

If your institution subscribes to *Visual Resources*, you will already have access to the content of this special issue. If not, you can order a personal copy by filling in the form over the page.
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